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HOW TO GET
THE MOST FROM
YOUR WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

HI! I’M CARN
I’m lucky enough to spend the majority of my life traveling and
photographing beautiful weddings all over the world. Almost every
wedding I shoot - Thanks to this guide - is absolutely flawless. But
every now and then complications can occur. When it does, it’s almost
always avoidable. The majority of issues that can arise is usually down
to a poor planning or a lack of communication with vendors.
“My goal is to make sure you have the best wedding day on the
planet!”
The purpose of this guide is to teach you how a wedding day plays out
from start to finish so that you can plan your entire day to perfection!
Quite often we get so caught up with the millions of decisions we need
to make that we actually forget to enjoy ourselves. This guide will show
you a clear path to the perfect wedding day. It will help you understand
and plan timings for all of the key moments. It will steer you in the
right direction when making important decisions so that you get the
most beautiful pictures imaginable. Most of all, this guide will give you
confidence going into your wedding day knowing that everything will
run smoothly meaning you can be completely stress-free.

CARN PATRICK

Photographer & Owner
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WHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
IS SO

IMPORTANT
Your wedding day is a once in a
lifetime event that will be full of
life, love, and laughter. You’ll share
all those emotions with all of the
people you love most in the world.
Wouldn’t you want that captured
forever if you could?
That’s why Investing in photography
is about the smartest thing you can
do when it comes to assessing your
wedding budget. Once the cake has
been eaten, the flowers have been
pressed and the confetti is swept
away all memories will begin to
fade. Your photographs will then
be the only tangible record of the
wedding

that

remains.

What’s

more, your wedding photographs
will gain value as the years go on
and become the most priceless
item you’ll ever own.
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THE DIFFERENT PARTS
OF A WEDDING DAY
There is so much to think about when planning a
wedding day! Where do you even start? It’s okay, I get
it! With so many people giving you their advice it’s hard
to know which way to turn. Luckily for you, this isn’t
my first rodeo! I pretty much know everything there is
to know about weddings and I’m going to share all my
experience with you so that you can plan your day like
a pro.

GETTING READY
The morning preparation is by far the toughest part of
the day! Get this right, and your day will flow smoothly
along with the champagne. The most frequent problem
brides and grooms run in to is running short of time.
I’ve seen it on countless occasions were bridesmaids
aren’t ready themselves so the bride struggles with
putting on her own dress. Hair and makeup can often
run over too. Heck, I’ve even had officiants completely
ruin a ‘first look’ all because they had to leave for another
ceremony. All of this can snowball into a giant ball of
stress and ruin your day! Give yourself ample time to
get ready and you’ll be able to relax, have some fun
with the photos and be more present in the moment.

PRO TIP: Give yourself one hour more than you think you will need to get ready
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THE CEREMONY
If your wedding ceremony is in a different location to
were you are getting ready. It is always a good idea to
arrive at the venue a good 20-30 minutes prior. That
way if there are any problems you should still arrive in
good time.
Lots of couples find being the center of attention a bit
overwhelming and can sometimes stiffen up in front
of a crowd. That’s totally normal to feel that way. The
best thing to do is to try to remember that everybody
who is at your wedding ceremony is there to support
you and not judge you. Remember the reason why
you are there. Think about all the amazing this the
future will hold. Take your partner’s hand look them in
the eyes and smile as often as you can. You’re there
to celebrate your love for each other! It’s a moment to
cherish forever.

PRO TIP: Remember to smile and be there for each other
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THE RECEPTION
Get ready to experience what it feels like to be a moviestar because during the reception you’re going to be
in high demand. Almost everyone at the wedding is
going to want to pass on their congratulations and take
a selfie with you and rightly so you’re the star of the
show!
Planning in little touches such as canapes and
cocktails is a good idea if you’re looking for lots of
candid photographs of your family and friends as the
food makes a good distraction and the photographer
can snap away un-noticed.
The reception is also when you will have your family,
bridal party and couples portraits taken so it is a good
idea to plan at least 2 hours between the end of the
ceremony and your speeches so that you can still enjoy
lots of quality time with your guests without feeling
overwhelmed by photography. Do this and you will
have hundreds of amazing pictures to look back on.

PRO TIP: Allow 2 hours for your reception drinks
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FAMILY PORTRAITS
My approach to photographing family portraits is
unique because I capture all the immediate family in
one group shot then break off into smaller groupings
with just the bride and her father or the groom with
his mum. I do this through the generations too so
expect to see beautiful photos of your mum and her
mum together or just the groom and his grandfather
etc. Shooting the family portraits in this way provides
my couples with so much extra value. It would be easy
to quickly dismiss the opportunity for these types of
photographs because you may think its unnecessary
or too formal. Please trust me when I tell you - The
photographs I take of you with your closest family will
be the most precious things you will ever own. No one
can say what the future holds and you should never
take for granted that we will all still be here tomorrow.
The time it takes for family portraits on the weddings
day can range from 10-20 minutes for each side. It
all depends on the size of your family. My suggestion
would be to keep it to just immediate family i.e. parents,
any children you have, siblings and grandparents. That
way you can have more intimate photographs of those
you are closest too. There will always be time for more
casual photos with extended family later on

PRO TIP: Keep it to just immediate family
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THE BRIDAL PARTY
Getting amazing photographs of you and your bridal
party is so much fun! It’s really a highlight of the day
because you just never know what to expect from your
bridesmaids and groomsmen. Almost always someone
takes over and gets everyone laughing. If not I’ll help
keep the mood upbeat and exciting. I like to keep this
as fun possible so that everyone’s real personalities
shine through in the photographs.
It doesn’t take too long for these images so expect
to spend about 20 minutes in total for both the
bridesmaids and the groomsmen.

PRO TIP: Have some fun with your tribe
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THE NEWLYWEDS
By far my most favourite part of the day is the portraits
of the newlyweds. I could spend hours and hours
photographing couples in love. I just LOVE it! I’ve spent
years mastering the art of directing and posing so that
all my couples can feel confident and at ease in front of
the camera. I’ve had countless couples over the years
tell me how they hate having their picture taken and
that they would feel silly if they had to pose, only to tell
me they can’t believe how amazing they look in their
photographs. Couples book me because they love my
natural style and how fun and relaxed my photographs
look. Everyone feels awkward in front of the camera at
first but I can teach you really easy how to look great in
front of the camera so that all you have to worry about
is just being yourself and have some fun. The best time
to do the couples portraits is when the guests are being
seated for the speeches and meal. It usually gives an
opening of around 20 minutes - which is plenty of time
to capture some truly stunning images.

PRO TIP: Just have fun! I’ll take care of the rest!
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IT’S ALL ABOUT THE LIGHT
To capture natural and dreamy photographs like mine
takes years of studying the patterns and variations of
the way light falls and illuminates the world around us.
By far, the perfect time to capture dreamy images like
mine is during the phenomena known as ‘Golden Hour’.
Golden Hour, is the time either just before sunset when
the sun is lower in the sky. It casts a warm orange
glow that wraps itself around everything it touches. It
really is the best time of day to shoot so if you’d love to
have gorgeous, luminous portraits together try to set a
side some time later in the day for this. Around 15-20
minutes would be perfect!

PRO TIP: Plan for 20 minutes of ‘Golden Hour’ pictures after the meal
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THE SPEECHES & MEAL
The speeches at every wedding I photograph are
always different. There is no right or wrong way to
approach this but one thing I will add is that I believe it
almost all cases, its better to have the speeches before
the meal. That’s because once people have eaten and
had a few drinks, they tend to drift off and its very
difficult to capture everyone’s attention again. Having
all your guests be seated whilst you get portraits
together means when you arrive at the function room
you will be welcomed to a gigantic round of applause.
Guests spirits are high at this point so it’s great to flow
straight into the speeches. Another plus point of having
the speeches before the meal is that those who are
speaking will be able to get it out of the way and not
have to worry about speaking for a few more hours.

PRO TIP: Have the speeches before the meal
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THE AFTER PARTY
The after party is usually kicked off with the cutting
of the wedding cake and leading straight into their
first dance as a married couple. One thing I constantly
see at weddings is the cake squished up against the
wall in a corner of the room somewhere which means
that your cake cutting shot is going to have a rubbish
backdrop. Some of the very best cake cutting shots I’ve
captured is when the wedding cake has been placed
in the center of the dance-floor and I’ve been able to
gather all the couples family and friends behind them
to make an epic shot! Just like the speeches, there is no
right or wrong way to approach the after party. Some
couples choose to have live music and performers
other choose to have a DJ. Both are great choices it
really just depends on the couple and how they imagine
their evening playing out. The best after party photos
are usually when people have had plenty to drink and
lose their inhibitions so capturing those moments just
depends on how long you want your photographer
to stick around. I know it’s always a pleasure to see
grandma busting some moves and grandad doing
shots!

PRO TIP: Go crazy!
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A PRE-SHOOT
IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN YOU THINK
Most couples first impressions of a Pre-Wedding
Shoot is usually that it’s a bunch of cheesy photos
were someone gets down on one knee and pretends
to pose. That’s just not true. A pre-shoot serves a
really important purpose of you getting to know your
photographer better and chat about your wedding face
to face. The more I know about you as a couple, what
your interested are and how you met, means I can
come up with unique ways to tell your story on your
wedding day. I’m going to teach you how to look great
in front of the lens, I’ll explain how and why I use certain
poses to flatter the body and bring out the best in you
both. I’ll show you just how fun and easy it is to get
truly authentic and natural looking photographs in a
short period of time. I’ll give you the confidence to be
yourself in front of the camera showing you just how
awesome you both look!
What’s more is that the pre-shoot is a fantastic way to
break the ice long before your wedding day, if you’re
feeling even the slightest bit anxious about having your
photograph taken. There are so many things to think
about during the build-up to your wedding, I wouldn’t
want you to be nervous about how the photos will work.
All of my couples that do the pre-shoot absolutely love
it and they all say how they are no longer worried but
totally excited for their wedding day pictures.
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WHY
YOU SHOULD

PRINT
YOUR PHOTOS
When you print your photos,
you’re not the only ones who get
to appreciate them – your family,
both present and future, do too!
Your wedding day deserves
better than a Facebook album
or USB stick that lives in your
kitchen drawer. Pictures are
meant to be viewed, touched and
passed around. To get the most
value out of your photographs,
make sure you’re giving those
memories

a

place

to

live.

Whether it be in an album or
framed on your walls. Print your
photographs and you can relive
those precious moments of your
wedding every single day.
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H AV E Q U E S T I O N S ?
WA N T TO K N O W M O R E ?
I’M ALWAYS HAPPY TO CHAT VIA
DM, CALLS AND EMAIL

+44 7740 802 899
hello@carnpatrick.com
www.carnpatrick.com

ABOUT CARN

Carn Patrick is the owner of Carn Patrick Photography and is a Fine Art Wedding
Photographer based in the Newcastle area serving couples throughout the UK and
Europe. Carn’s natural and timeless style is highly sought after and his photography is
regularly featured and publicized in the wedding industry. Due to the amount of time
Carn dedicates to each and every couple’s wedding, he limits the number of bookings
he will take on each year to 25. With the majority of couples booking him around
two years in advance, it is recommended to secure your date as soon as possible.

CARN PATRICK

Photographer & Owner
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